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Seek after Truth, Based on Facts

Research Institute of the East-West Economy & Society (RIES) was found
ed on 15 August, 1993. Korea Institute of the Mideast Economies (KIME) and
Korea-Yemen Center (KYC) are special institutes attached to RIES.
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Forward

Hopia, the Land of Hope

Dr. S.M. Hong
(President)

With the launching of WTO, the world economy at the forefront of the
21st century plunged into an era of complete competition. Furthermore,
indiscriminate complete competition is not merely limited to the field of
economics but is spread into all walks of life. The method that makes
this possible is “informatization” and the facilitated expansion of the
internet is contributing to its acceleration. I would even dare to call the
computer “the language of god”. Through the binary system, that is to
say the 0 and 1 of the method of language, all the languages of the
world are gathering and all the images, photos, and pictures are coming
together.

In this world, interpretation and translation, race, culture, and religion form another
different world that takes part in it indifferently. Therefore the influence is more frightening
than the nuclear weapon. Even though it is in the experimental stage, the dialogue of the
“universe” is also being implemented. At a point where there is not much time left until the
coming of the 21st century, we human beings may be building a new Babel Tower.
Our institution has started the research on Area Studies with focus on human problems
5 years ago. During which time though eye-opening research contributions have not been
presented, the hastening of informatization is anticipated to provide a great deal of help in
our research. The fact that out internet homepage was set up by the internal technical
training of diligent researchers, after more than a year’s worth of research, will contribute
greatly even to the international exchange in this field. With this, a domain was newly set
up and the derived name was “Hopia”, that is, “The Land of Hope”. Now, our institute has
newly equipped itself through the internet and will go forth as the land of hope.
The Research Institute of Economy and Society (RIES) focuses on Korea and research
on international economic exchange. In order to fulfill this goal, we have divided the world
into 6 regional economic blocs and have put together the overall and compound research
on history, philosophy, politics, society, culture, language, art, religion and so on. Also, a
team under the responsibility of each head of division was created that performs diverse
and specialized research by accurate and prompt research and analysis of related projects.
Especially, by effectively applying the Home Library System of members through the
computer network hand in hand with the age of informatization, we will aim for the
promptness of efficient research and research activity through the trimming of expenses.
Furthermore, RIES will not neglect its effort to establish the regional research that pursues a
pragmatic result which will revolve around the Korea Institute of Middle East (KIME), an
auxiliary organ, and Korea-Yemen Center. In addition to this, we believe that the RIES
Pusan support that publishes the “The Silk Road” as of last year in order to promote the
“Chinese Studies” research will also put the institute’s development to the test. Their
abundant participation and cooperation will be of immense help to the development of the
institute.
Hoping for the much participation and encouragement of those interested…
July 1998
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Research Institute of the East-West Economy & Society
History
1993, 15, August. To study the role of human resources in the world's economy, Korea
Research Institute of the East-West Economy & Society (Dong Seo Kyngje-Sahye

Younguone; KIES) was founded to advance an area study in Korea as a pure private
research institute.
1994, 29, December. Emerging Yemen as a principal country in the study of the Middle
Eastern countries, Korea-Yemen Center (KYC) established a practical research center
attached to Korea Research Institute of the East-West Economy & Society (KIES).
1995. 9, October. The name of Korea Research Institute of the East-West Economy &
Society was changed the name of Research Institute of the East-West Economy &
Society (Jong-Hab Kyngje-Sahye Younguone: RIES) to reflect the changes of the
internal and external economic circumstance and to advance the qualitative study by a
general meeting.
1995. 12, December. Considering the importance of the Middle Eastern region and many
successful result of its study, department of the Middle East study was upgraded to an
independent institute, Korea Middle East Institute (KMEI) attached to Research Institute
of the East-West Economy & Society (RIES) by an extraordinary general meeting.
1996, 2, November. Korea Middle East Institute (KMEI) was changed the name of Korea
Institute of the Mideast Economies (KIME) by RIES general meeting.
1997, 29, December. RIES obtained the domain in the name of hopia.net and began to
convey the RIES's study result. RIES (www.hopia.net/ries), KIME (www.hopia.net/kime)
and KYC (www.hopia.net/kyc) are still operating to act as a study library of cyber
space.
2003. 14-16, November. Celebrating the 10th anniversary of the foundation of RIES, it held
"The First International Symposium" entitled African Economic Development and the
Global Environments in conjunction with Arab-Africa Center, Myung Ji University in
Korea.
2004, 26, October. Korean Association of Arab & Middle East (KAAM), RIES's supporter
established Bustan of Arab & Mideast Culture (BAME) as a subordinate body.
2005, 15, May. Research Institute of the East-West Economy & Society arranged the land
to construct RIES Training Center and the building of Bustan of Arab & Mideast
Culture.
2008, 23, February. KAAM changed its name of The Middle East & African Society (MINAS)
according to articles of association.
2012. 1, September. RIES began to report its activity in the name of KICAS, which means
Korea Research Institute of the Comprehensive Area Studies after dissolved MINAS.
Now RIES uses hopia.net domain in the internet site independently.
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Background
Today the problem of world economy is rather the whole world than one or multinational
economy. Accordingly not only the economic problem including human welfare but also the
problem of nature and environment as source of energy and resources is the world-wide
responsibility that all human beings have to solve. This already affects conspicuously the
Korea's economy and the high economic growth in Korea which has kept on since 1960's also
encounters oneself the "limit of growth". Nowadays in the field of the international economic
cooperation, the regional "economic bloc" is expanding and strengthening all over the world.
On account of this situation our export-drive policy has great difficulty for the insufficient study
of information and knowledge about the regional circumstances. It is time for the area study
on special regions to be more necessary than ever, and the education of area study experts
is an urgent matters.
Facing up to the above-mentioned realities, Research Institute of the East-West Economy &
Society (Jong-Hab Kyngje-Sahye Younguone; RIES) was born on August 15, 1993. RIES
organized for the purpose of researching the deeper 'Area Study' on the special areas through
practical use of special languages and socio-scientific analysis in human economic problem.
RIES focuses its study on "Korea and international economic cooperation," and divides
broadly the world into the East and the West. And RIES researches economic and social
phenomena deriving from the cultural differences between them. RIES also established
‘Korea-Yemen Center’ attached as the objective organization of the Area Studies on
December 29, 1994. As RIES's activities progresses and the gravity of the Middle East Area
grow up, RIES reset up the organization. RIES raised the 'Research Department' of the Middle
East Studies to higher rank of the 'institute', namely 'Korea Middle East Institute', attached to
RIES on December 12, 1995. Further KMEI renamed ‘Korea Institute of the Mideast
Economies’ (KIME) by RIES committee on November 2, 1996.

Objective
RIES was established in order to contribute to international economic relations by studying
and analyzing world's economic problem focusing on three sides of 1) Man, 2) Resources,
and 3) Nature, especially by comparing with Korea's economic situation and analyzing the
basic economic problem deriving from historical, social, and cultural differences between the
East and the West. With this purpose the RIES divides international economy into six
economic regions of 1) Asia, 2) Europe, 3) America, 4) Middle East, 5) Africa, and 6)
Oceania. And it makes general and comprehensive researches into history, philosophy, policy,
economy, society, culture, language, arts, and religion which are indispensable to learn the
regions.
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Characteristics
RIES is a pure private research institute. It performs general and multi-aspectual studies for
the specific subject that consists of one research team controlled by the director eligible for
the objective project. RIES prides itself on being able to perform every project effectively
through connecting organically 'home library system' possessed by each member, utilizing the
computer network. Moreover RIES possessed world-wide area specialists who attained the
diploma M.A. or Ph.D. is able to carry out easily the comprehensive research for the specific
area analysis.

Finance
RIES is a pure private Institute and its finance is supported by the member's fee and public
and private subsidies.

Main Activities
The main activities of RIES are as follows;
1) Publication of research reports, periodicals, newsletters and other materials
2) Collection of related research materials home and abroad
3) Academic presentations, and invitation lecture meetings of related leading persons home
and abroad
4)

International exchange of the periodicals and other publications between RIES and
overseas relating body

5) Short-term liberal lectures, and education of special foreign languages.
6)

Holding and performing seminars and workshops concerning the activities of culture
and art

7)

Establishment of sisterhood with the overseas research institutes and other relating
organizations

8) Provide and utilization of RIES institute's materials for the members
9) Translation of research works of accomplished foreign scholars,
10) Research works and dispatch research team home and abroad
11) Research cooperations and information exchanges for the RIES's activities with the
research institutions in-and-out.
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Organization Chart
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Korea Institute of the Mideast Economies
Background
Historically the Korean's first economic relations with Muslim goes back to the 8th
century. However the official relationship between Korea and the Middle East countries
started in 1957 when Korea had entered into diplomatic relations with Turkey. In modern
context the full-scale Korea's advance to the Middle East was made in the early of 1970's
after the 1st oil crisis of 1993. Thereafter Korea has not only expanding its business to the
Middle East countries including the advance of manpower and construction but broadening
its political, economical, social and cultural exchanges with them.
The Middle East has variety of races, languages, religions and geographies, as it consists
of more than 20 countries which is connected through the three continents of Asia, Africa
and Europe. In historical aspect, the Middle East is the origin of ancient civilization of the
Nile and Euphrates and Tigris culture. They succeeded in the influence of Byzantine, Persia
and Othman Empire in this region. Geographically the Middle East locates at the vast
region through West Asia to North Africa and ethnologically it consists of various races
such as the Arabs, Turks, Iranians, Jews and other minorities. What is more, the Middle
East coexists with Christianity, Islam and Judaism as the cradle of religion. Therefore the
Middle East has to be studied more widely than any other countries in the world.
For these reasons, the Middle East became the region of an Area Studies that Research
Institute of the East-West Economy and Society (RIES) has been pursued, and RIES
selected ‘the Middle East' as a concerning region of Area Studies. For the systematic
studies of the Middle East, RIES established ‘Korea Middle East Institute' which raised the
‘the Middle Eastern department' of RIES to higher rank of the Institute, attaching to RIES
on December 12, 1995. After that, KMEI renamed ‘Korea Institute of the Mideast
Economies’ (KIME) by RIES committee on November 2, 1996. On the other hand, Korea Yemen Center that already born as an attached body of RIES in 1994, made Yemen a
concerned country in the Middle East studies.
In accordance with it, KIME conceptualizes the scope of the Middle East as follows: It
deals with the region from Iran in the East, to Sudan and Egypt in the South through
Arabic peninsula, to Morocco and the Sahara desert in the West, and to Turkey in the
North. KIME performs the studies contains more than 20 countries which are located in the
above-mentioned region. Especially KIME divides the Middle East into five Areas in detail
that consist with Fertile Crescent, the Gulf, the Red Sea, al-Maghreb and Levant and
places an emphasis on the studies of the Mideast economies by comprehensive area
studies. Extending Yemeni studies that begun in 1994 to the Ummayyads, Abbasiyyads and
Othman period historically, KIME performs the study of economic history in the Middle East
lengthwise. KIME also deals with the crucial issues as oil and water resources that are
connected with food security in the world crosswise. Synthesizing the Mideast studies
lengthwise and crosswise, KIME will help to understand the Mideast. For the purpose of
these, KIME opens the door to play a role in the economic relations between Korea and
the Mideast in the form of the attached body of RIES.
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Objective
As mentioned above, Korea Institute of the Mideast Economies (KIME) became to feel the
need of the ‘the comprehensive Mideast studies’ about history, economy, society, culture and
art in the Middle East. KIME, thus, aims to research the deeper ‘Mideast studies' through
practical use of its languages and socio-scientific analysis in this region. KIME divides the
Mideast into five special areas and focuses its study on ‘the economic relations between
Korea and the Mideast’. For the purpose of it, KIME was established to research the Mideast
studies and play an important role in an information center between them as an attached body
of RIES.

Characteristics
Korea Institute of the Mideast Economies performs general and multi-aspectual studies for
the specific subject that consists of RIES research team controlled by the director eligible for
the objective project. KIME prides itself on being able to perform every project effectively
through connecting organically ‘home library system' possessed by each member, utilizing the
computer network. Moreover KIME possessed the Mideast specialists who attained the diploma
M.A. or Ph.D. is able to carry out easily the comprehensive research for the Mideast studies.

Fiance
Korea Institute of the Mideast Economies is a pure private research institute and its finance
is supported by the member's fee and public and private subsidies.

Main Activities
Korea Institute of the Mideast Economies performs the following activities;
1) Collection of the research works, and the informations relating to the Mideast.
2) Publication of research works, periodicals and other materials of the Mideast.
3) Promotion of academic researches and the exchanges of data and information
4) Short-term lectures and special language education.
5) Carrying out the cultural and artistic events.
6) Holding sisterhood relationship with the related body of the Mideast.
7) Translation of research works and books relating the Mideast studies.
8) Dispatch the research team and researcher in accordance with the project home and
abroad.
9) Performing the other projects to coincide our institute's objectives.
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Korea - Yemen Center
Background
Yemen, located in the southeastern area of Arabia Felix in the Greek Era, is well known to
Korea as the Kingdom of Sheba (BC 950 - BC115). Over the course of history, the rather small
country on the southern tip of the Arabian Peninsula has been serving as a wellspring of people
emigrating across the peninsula and beyond, quickly adapting to foreign surroundings and even
settling down for good. By reason of the fact, Yemen has been a root of the Arabic language
and history.
In Korea, the Middle-East has been a keen interesting region since the oil crisis of 1973.
According to the Korean advance in the Middle East, its studies and economic relations have
been activated in Korea. Now the region of the Middle East is not a strange part to Koreans.
The advances and studies of the Middle East, however, have been confined really to the oil-rich
countries and the confronted nations with the Israeli struggle.
For this reason, Yemen has been treated as a strange land by Koreans. The great concerns
about Yemen occurred among Koreans in relation to the unification affairs of the Korean
Peninsular after the Yemeni unification on May 22, 1990. However insufficient materials and
studies about Yemen and civil war of 1994 have still made her distant to Koreans. Moreover it
is true that the significant cooperation has not been realized between Korea and Yemen, though
the full diplomatic relations between two countries were established on August 22, 1985.
The study of Yemen has to precede other Arabian studies in order to know essentially the
Arabic history, language and culture. It is also necessary for Korea, co-shared a disintegrated
grief, to study basically for the purpose of promoting the exchanges of human resources and
materials with Yemen. Nowadays Yemeni study urgently needs to increase not only the
increasing export-import but the common interests and development between Korea and
Yemen. Therefore RIES, Research Institute of the East-West Economy & Society, established
‘Korea - Yemen Center’ on December 29, 1994 in order to found a Yemeni studies and increase
the promotion of exchanges between Korea and Yemen.

Objective
As mentioned above, our institute became to recognize the need of exact Yemeni knowledge.
In accordance with this fact Research Institute of the East-West Economy & Society(RIES)
began to feel the need of basic Yemeni study to found a Yemeni studies in Korea through the
comprehensive study of history, society, culture, art and economy of Yemen. For the purpose of
it, Korea-Yemen Center was born in the form of study center attached to RIES under the article
3 of the institute regulations on December 29, 1994.
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Finace
Korea - Yemen Center is a pure private center and its finance is supported by the member's
fee and public and private subsidies.

Main Activities
Korea - Yemen Center performs the following activities;
1) Collection and publication of research works, periodicals and other materials.
2) Promotion of academic researches and the exchanges of data and information
3) Short-term lectures and education of Arabic.
4) Carrying out the cultural and artistic events.
5) Holding sisterhood relationship with the related body in Yemen.
6) Consultant and recommendation for the economic cooperation.
7) Translation of research works and books about Yemen.
8) Research cooperation for the center's activities with the research institutions home and
abroad.
9) Performing the other projects to coincide our center's objectives.
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Activity

Dr. Hong officially visited Yemen on the occasion of 15th Yemeni
National Day on May 22, 2005.

RIES Summer Symposium on 23-24, August, 1996 at Suanbo, Korea.
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The First International Symposium on the occasion of the 10th
anniversary of the foundation of RIES, 14-16, November, 2003.

Membership
□ RIES has - Regular member, Associate member and supporting member - three kinds
of membership. RIES membership opens doors to people and organization that are
interested in RIES purpose and activity.
□ Contact: TEL:+82-2-876-4249, FAX: +82-2-876-4349, E-m ail: ries@ hopia.net
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